CellPort Software

CellPort Cell Culture Suite
Powering Biopharmaceutical Research, Development, and Manufacturing

The CellPort Cell Culture Suite was
specifically designed to digitalize all
aspects of cell culture,
cell manufacturing, and cell banking.

The CellPort Cell Culture Suite is a secure, compliant, low code SaaS-based
application suite focused on managing all lab workflows, activities, equipment,
materials, personnel, data/calculations, locations, and projects for cell culturing, cell
manufacturing, and cell banking.
CellPort brings predictability to the unpredictable world of laboratory process cell and
gene therapy development and manufacturing by managing the major sources of
variation in assay execution, including human behavior, changes in supply chain,
equipment calibration, staff knowledge and training, ambiguous assays, origin and
lifetime of materials, including cells and cell-based calculations. The CellPort Cell
Culture Suite includes modules for cell culture management, cell banking
management, workflow management, material management, equipment
management, and reporting and analytics.
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Why CellPort?
With an emphasis on cell culture, cell banking, and cell manufacturing, the CellPort
Cell Culture Suite combines the end-to-end laboratory inventory and process
management of a LIMS with the highly repeatable QC and manufacturing focus of an
LES. While emphasizing cell manufacturing, the dynamic object model and flexible
workflows of the system allow it to be quickly and easily configured to incorporate
upstream and downstream data and processes.

A System That Adapts to Your Needs
Rather than forcing you to adapt your data and processes to it, the CellPort Cell
Culture Suite adapts to fit your organization’s data and processes. Built upon the
validated CellPort POWR™ (Process Optimization – Workflow Realization) Platform,
the CellPort Cell Culture Suite is a low code SaaS product that can be configured to
your organization’s needs in weeks, not months.
•

Dynamic Object Models
Configurable Object Models allow the out-of-the-box data definitions in the
CellPort Cell Culture Suite to be precisely mapped to your vocabulary and
data standards.

•

Configurable Data Entry Forms
Configurable Data Entry Forms allow the out-of-the-box forms in the CellPort
Cell Culture Suite to be adapted to your organization’s needs.

•

Configurable Workflows
Configurable Workflows using the Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) standard allow your SOPs and protocols to be digitalized according to
your best practices and ensure that they are followed
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Cell Culture Management
Track every step, barcoded reagent, buffer, and medium in the cell culture process
with a complete chain of custody using workflows with audit-ready traceability to
drastically reduce human errors and increase productivity.

Cell Culturing Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Track cell vial, cell flask, cell plate, roller bottle, etc. inventory
Manage cell location history (cryo-tank, freezers, incubators, etc.)
Seed cell container from cell vial workflows
Passage cells from existing container into a new container(s) workflow
Perform calculations during passaging process
Manage QC Test Protocols based on cell line
Perform QCs on cells in inventory
Extract, transform and load QC data from various instruments used in QC process
Track materials and equipment used in culturing process
Receive and fulfill plating requests
Monitor and graph cell culturing data over time, with drill-down capability to view QC or cell
batch details directly from graph data point
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Cell Banking Management
Track the current and historical locations of every vial in your cryopreserved cell
banks with barcoded certainty and traceability of the complete lineage of each
sample.

The CellPort Cell Culture Suite combines
the end-to-end laboratory inventory and
process management of a LIMS with the
highly repeatable QC and manufacturing
focus of an LES.
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Workflow Management
Our patent-pending, configurable workflow and activity definition and execution
support the creation of compliant assays appropriate to your assay’s stage of
development.

Industry Standard Workflows
The Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) standard powers our
configurable workflows and allows your SOPs and protocols to be digitalized
according to your best practices and ensure that they are followed.
Rather than forcing you to adapt your data and processes to it, the CellPort Cell
Culture Suite adapts to fit your organization’s data and processes. Built upon the
validated CellPort POWR™ (Process Optimization – Workflow Realization) Platform,
the CellPort Cell Culture Suite is a low code SaaS product that can be configured to
your organization’s needs in weeks, not months.
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Material Management
Offers the user the capability to define and collect information about materials used to
perform specific assays; includes barcode technology for quick scan use.

Material Features:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Track material specifications:
▪ Raw Material Specifications: details about types of materials that are
purchased (supplier, catalog number, unit size, expiration rules, etc.)
▪ In-house Reagent Specifications: details about materials made in house via recipes
(ingredient specifications, expiration rules, equipment to be used, etc.)
Track material inventory:
▪ Raw Materials
▪ In-house Reagents
▪ Customer Samples
Track material expiration dates
Create sub-lots/aliquots with lineage history
Material “status” tracking (On Hold, Quarantined, Released, Disposed, Consumed)
Send material for QC testing
Track material usage history
Track material location history
Warning notifications when attempting to use a material in a workflow:
▪ Expired material
▪ Status of Material not set to Released
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Equipment Management
Offers the user the capability to define and collect information about equipment used to
perform specific assays; includes barcode technology for quick scan use.

Equipment Features:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Track equipment inventory
Manage event policies
▪ Calibration Policy: how often a piece of equipment requires calibration
▪ Preventative Maintenance Policy: how often a piece of equipment
requires preventative maintenance
Automatically scheduled events based on event policies associated with equipment
Track occurrence of calibrations and preventative maintenance events and automatically
schedule next scheduled event
Equipment “status” tracking (On Hold, Quarantined, Released, Disposed)
Track equipment usage history
Track equipment location history
Warning notifications when attempting to use a piece of equipment in a workflow:
▪ Un-calibrated equipment
▪ Status of Equipment not set to Released
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Reporting & Analytics
Helps actively monitor and provide standard reports related to assay efficiency and bioanalytical reports. Configurable dashboards give users a central page where they manage
their daily tasks and view key performance indicators (KPIs).

Reporting Features:
•
•
•
•
•

Configurable, per user / per role dashboards with KPIs, lists, reports, graphs
Seamless integration with reporting server
Update existing out of the box reports
Create new reports
Schedule reports that will be run automatically at specified times
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A System with Unique Technology Benefits
•

Instrument Integrations
Allow easy transfer and capture of instrument data and metadata.

•

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
Provide seamless interoperability with other systems in your organization.

•

Guided Workflows
Provide reproducible results and ensure data integrity.

•

Email Integration
Creates a task management hub for communication and collaboration across
teams.

A System Suited for Research, GLP, and GMP Settings
•

User Roles
Definition of responsibilities and permissions.

•

ISO 27001
Information Security Management certification in progress.

•

21 CFR Part 11 / Annex 11 Compliance
Electronic signatures provide security and compliance.

•

Audit Trails
Provide full traceability and audit-ready transparency.

•

Materials Management and Release Protocols
GMP-ready solutions for materials management.
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How Secure Is It?
Security Features:
•
•
•
•

Ability to integrate with existing authentication servers
Role based security
Ability to create custom security groups with custom permissions
Ability to segment access to data within a single organization using security containers

Compliance Features:
•
•
•

21 CFR Part 11-compliant
Configurable deviation tracking and resolution workflows
Configurable eSignature workflows

How Is It Configured?
Configuration Features:
•
•
•
•
•

Configurable data model to add / hide data fields
Drag and drop form designer to create / change end user forms
Expression language used to create validation rules for forms
Scripting language for more advanced configuration of a form, validation of data, etc.
Drag and drop BPMN workflow engine to realize Standard Operating Procedures as
workflows

How Does It Manage Inventory?
Order Management Features:
•
•
•
•

Create and submit order requisitions for approval
Create / manage purchase orders
Track receipt of shipments, with notifications to Receiving department
Track shipment receipt with reconciliation against purchase orders, with notifications to user
that requested item(s)

Barcoding Features:
•
•

CellPort Cell Culture Suite has the ability to generate labels with barcodes for any item in the
application (Equipment, Material, Location, etc.)
Can be integrated with existing barcode printing servers.
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Find out more at: cellportsoftware.com
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